CMA Internship Opportunity

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Finance Controllership organization is looking for CMA® (Certified Management Accountant) holders to apply for internship for a period of 12-24 months at their Bangalore and Chennai office. The objective is to provide interns with excellent work exposure to international accounting with a large and reputed multinational company. Selected interns would be engaged in both regular accounting functions and project specific deliverables.

The successful candidates would work closely with the accounting team across the following areas:

- Month-end and quarter-end financial close activities including processing and analysis of Journal entries
- Balance sheet analysis including accounts reconciliations
- Fixed Asset accounting and analysis
- Treasury/cash accounting and reconciliations
- Exposure and hands on working knowledge of SAP S4 HANA
- Exposure to international accounting practice and policies
- Royalty and supply chain accounting
- Review of P&L and Balance Sheet

Requirements:

- Active IMA membership
- Cleared at least one-part of the CMA exam
- Must be a graduate
- Language requirement – English
- Only for first job seekers

Please note, preference will be given to CMA candidates who have cleared both CMA exam parts.

To apply: Email your resume to veena.arunkumar@hpe.com and mark a copy to fenil.vadakken@imanet.org on or before August 26, 2019.

Please ensure your email contains the following:

1. Subject line: HPE internship
2. Cover note: Include your cover note as the text in the body of email
3. Include your full name and valid mobile number to the bottom of the email.

For more information, please contact Fenil on +91 9847005818.